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Abstract

A major issue with evolutionary computation is the lack of scalability with regards to the problem size. In the field of digital circuit design this fact severely limits the size and complexity of the circuits that can be evolved. Developmental approaches are being suggested as a possible remedy to the scalability issue. Earlier work indicated a close relationship between complexity and genotype-phenotype mapping. We investigate the genotypic complexity of evolved digital circuits and the complexity distribution of the search space by using a measure based on Lempel-Ziv compression. Also addressed is the question whether this knowledge could potentially be used to shrink the evolutionary search space.

1 Introduction

Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) do not scale well with increased problem size. Increasing the number of elements in the genotype drastically increases the dimensionality of the search space.

One approach to reducing the search space and thus potentially improving the scalability of EAs is artificial development (AD) [19]. Inspired by biological development and the fact that the human genome is exceedingly small compared to a grown human being, AD could allow EAs to operate using smaller genotypes. There are many issues that need to be addressed before artificial development can be effectively applied to EAs. The authors believe that the understanding of the relation between complexity and genotype-phenotype mapping is one of the key issues.

In the search for a better understanding of genotypic complexity, the approach taken herein is to evaluate the complexity of genotypes using the Lempel-Ziv compression algorithm, assuming that interesting genotypes have some form of regularity. Interesting genotypes herein is genotypes who’s phenotypic function is correct with respect to the goal of the EA. The complexity value is the length of the compressed genotype. If the interesting genotypes can be compressed, one can potentially search in the smaller space of a size defined by the length of the compressed genotypes.

Earlier work [11, 12] identified a close relationship between complexity and AD. The investigation of development mapping in [12] showed that the mappings output distribution is concentrated in a range of medium complexity, whilst the distribution of direct encoding is strongly concentrated on the highly complex range.

To investigate the potential of putting those results to practical use, this paper addresses the field of Evolvable Hardware (EHW) in which EAs are employed in the design and optimization of hardware. Specifically, the complexity of specific evolved digital circuits under different encoding methods, are investigated and related to the complexity of random genotypes (effective search space) and random bit-strings. The evolved circuits are 2-bit multipliers and adders evolved using Cartesian genetic programming (GP) [16, 8].

Section 2 briefly outlines related work. The theoretical background and an explanation of our complexity measure is given in section 3. The measured complexity of the circuit genotypes is presented in section 4. We discuss the results in section 5, and draw conclusions as well as outline future work in section 6.

2 Related Work

Reducing the genotype size with developmental mappings was considered as a possible approach to solve the scalability problem in complex evolutionary design optimization tasks in [9, 3, 5]. At the same time, comparative studies between direct encoding and developmental mapping indicated that in those cases direct encodings were at least as efficient as developmental mappings [6, 4, 18]. Haddow, Tufte and van Remortel suggested the use of Lindenmayer systems [14] in order to shrink the genotype in the evolution of digital circuits [7]. Miller has used developmental mapping to evolve parity-circuits and bi-
nary adders [17]. Other recent work on artificial development includes the use of fractal proteins [1], biological approaches [10, 20] and the building of knowledge into development rules in circuit design [21].

3 Complexity

The complexity measure used herein is theoretically based on Kolmogorov complexity. Kolmogorov complexity is a quantitative measure of complexity based on Turing machines [13].

Definition 1. The Kolmogorov complexity \( C(x) \) of a natural number \( x \) (or the corresponding binary string) is defined as

\[
C(x | y) = \min_{p \in \mathbb{N}} \{ \ell(p) | \phi(<p,y>) = x \}, \tag{1}
\]

where \( \phi \) is the partial recursive function corresponding to a fixed universal Turing Machine.

Informally, the Kolmogorov complexity of a binary string is the length of the shortest program which outputs that string on a fixed universal Turing Machine and then halts.

Kolmogorov complexity is not computable. Yet there are several examples where theory of Kolmogorov has led to practical applications. In these cases, Kolmogorov complexity is often approximated with a compression algorithm like Lempel-Ziv [22], see e.g. [2] where this replacement is justified for their application. Lempel-Ziv is also used herein as the practical measure of complexity and we refer to it as LZ-complexity.

3.1 Incompressibility Lemma

Before looking at the specific case of genotype complexity, let us first consider complexities of bitstrings in general.

Certain bitstrings are highly compressible. For example a repeating bitstring of 101010..10 can be easily described. These highly compressible bitstring contain what we informally call regular patterns.

On the other hand no compression algorithm can compress every bitstring, so certain bitstring must be incompressible. As we will see, most random bitstrings are incompressible or close to incompressible. In terms of Kolmogorov complexity, an upper bound on the complexity of an incompressible string, is the length of a program which contains a copy of the string in the program, and a routine to print that string. This program will be slightly longer than the bitstring, yielding a Kolmogorov complexity slightly higher than the length of the bitstring.

If we consider the set of bitstrings of a given length \( n \), we know that the complexity values of those bitstrings will approximately be in the range 0 to \( n \). But how will they be distributed within this range?

Consider the example in figure 1. Among bitstrings of length 4, no more than 1 bitstring has complexity less than 1, no more than 3 bitstrings have complexity less than 2, no more than 7 bitstrings have complexity less than 3 and no more than 16 bitstrings have complexity less than 4. At least one bitstring has the maximum complexity of 4. The consequence is that the general compressibility of the bitstrings is very low. This argument generalizes for sets of bitstrings of any length \( n \):

**Theorem 1 (The Incompressibility Lemma [13]).** Let \( c \) be a positive integer. For each fixed \( y \), every finite set \( A \) of cardinality \( m \) has at least \( m(1 - \frac{1}{2^c}) + 1 \) elements \( x \) with \( C(x|y) \geq \log m - c \).

![Figure 1. The Incompressibility Lemma](image)

3.2 Implications

Let us now consider the incompressibility lemma of Kolmogorov complexity and its implications for the complexity of genotype strings. Informally, Kolmogorov complexity quantifies the complexity of all bitstrings.

For a given bitstring length, at least \( \frac{1}{2} \) of bitstrings of that length cannot be compressed more than one bit. Furthermore, at least \( \frac{2}{3} \) of bitstrings of that length cannot be compressed more than two bits, \( \frac{3}{4} \) of bitstrings of that length cannot be compressed more than three bits and so on (see Theorem 1). The number of bitstrings with a given complexity value will be exponentially reduced with the value of complexity until finally only at most one single bitstring has the lowest complexity value.

From the incompressibility lemma we know that for a given bit string length, most of the bit strings are of high complexity. Assuming that interesting genotypes are of some regularity, and thus can be compressed, we can search in the space corresponding to the same length as the compressed genotypes. The size of this search space is reduced exponentially with the compressibility of the interesting genotypes. Considering a case where the interesting genotypes are of complexity \( \frac{3}{4} \), one could potentially reduce the size of the search space with a factor of \( 2^{\frac{1}{4}} \).
3.3 Digital circuit evolution

The circuits evolved for the experiments herein are combinatorial 2-bit multipliers and adders. A Cartesian GP system was used [8]. The genotype is a symbolic netlist, as shown in one column in example in table 1. Each row represents a gate, with its type and from where to connect its two inputs. Connections can only be made to lower number gates (or the circuit inputs). This simple scheme assures a pure feed-forward network and thus combinatorial circuits. The last gates in the netlist are connected to the circuit output. The available gate types are NOT, AND, OR, NAND and NOR as well as connections to GND and VCC.

Mutation is applied at gate level. A mutated gate either has one of its input connections rewired or its type is changed.

The goal of evolution is to generate a circuit that successfully produces the correct mapping between input and output vectors. The target behavior (multiplier or adder) is specified by a truth table. A candidate circuit is tested by applying the complete set of input vectors and comparing produced output to the target truth-table. The fitness of a candidate is equal to its hamming distance to the complete set of correct output vectors, with zero fitness being a fully correct circuit.

This approach, and many others, will relatively efficiently discover correct combinatorial circuits. However, a major issue arises as we increase genotype size in order to evolve larger circuits. As the genotype size is increased with more elements, so is the dimensionality of the search space, and the EA run time will usually increase in a seemingly exponential fashion. As such, larger circuits are therefore much harder to evolve [8]. This phenomena is dominant for the field of EHW in general, and is the main driving force of the earlier mentioned developmental approaches.

3.4 Encoding of circuits

Cartesian GP employs a symbolic netlist representation. In order to measure the LZ-complexity of genotypes we need an encoding scheme. Three encoding schemes were used. An example showing the encoding of a genotype using the different schemes is given in table 1.

3.4.1 Straight-forward encoding

The straight forward encoding scheme enumerate all the gate types using three bits. All connections are simply converted to binary numbers, using as few bits as possible (e.g. gate 7 can only have connections to lower number gates, and thus each connection can be encoded using 3 bits). Gates that do not utilize both inputs (GND and VCC) have no inputs, NOT has one) are encoded with zeros for their unused connections. This preserves a constant genome length. Using this encoding schemes the circuits are encoded into a 504 bit string.

3.4.2 One-hot encoding

A closer look at the straight-forward scheme reveals a variable complexity of the enumerations of each circuit type.

The one-hot encoding scheme remedies this by employing a brute force approach that enforces all gate types to be assigned binary codes of more similar complexity. The type is encoded using 8 bits, where only one single bit is set to one at the time (one-hot). With this exception, the encoding scheme is equal to the straight forward scheme. This scheme will encode the circuits into a string of 664 bits.

3.4.3 Unused-to-zeros encoding

In the symbolic representation many gates are present which are inactive in the corresponding phenotype. Only gates who’s output is propagated to the output of the circuit are considered active. These inactive gates have no influence on circuit functionality, and while the active part of a multiplier circuits may be assumed to be of rather low complexity, the inactive parts may not be a part of the regular structure and as such may contribute to a higher measured complexity of the genotype. Circuits with few active gates (simpler structure) may thus have a genotype which appears rather complex. To get a picture of the complexity of only the active part of the genome, the unused-to-zeros encoding scheme encodes all inactive gates and their connections as zero. Using this scheme the circuits are encoded into a bitstring of equal length as when using straight-forward encoding, 504 bits.

4 Experiments

4.1 Measuring complexity

In the experiments described, we used the standard compression library zlib [15] as the Lempel-Ziv implementation. Two approaches to measurement was used. The first approach compresses the binary string, and the length of the compressed string is denoted as $LZ_b(x)$. The second approach encodes the binary string as ASCII-characters 0 or 1 and compresses this buffer, denoting the length of the compressed string as $LZ_a(x)$. The second approach is used since zlib has a hard time compressing short strings, and the use of ASCII characters may somewhat remedy this issue.

It should be noted that zlib produces some overhead data in the compressed string, and an incompressible string...
Table 1. Example genotype encoding of a 4-inputs, 3-outputs circuit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>what</th>
<th>label</th>
<th>SYMBOLIC</th>
<th>STRAIGHT</th>
<th>UNUSED-ZERO</th>
<th>ONE-HOT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>input</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>011</td>
<td>011</td>
<td>011</td>
<td>001000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>input</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>000</td>
<td>000</td>
<td>010000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>input</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>000</td>
<td>000</td>
<td>000</td>
<td>000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>input</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>010</td>
<td>001</td>
<td>001</td>
<td>010000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gate</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>AND 3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>011</td>
<td>011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gate</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>NOT 4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>010</td>
<td>010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gate</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>OR 0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gate</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>NOR 2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gate</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>VCC</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>001</td>
<td>001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gate</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>GND</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>000</td>
<td>000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gate + output</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>NAND 30</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gate + output</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>NAND 37</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gate + output</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>NAND 38</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Cartesian GP settings

Parameter | Setting          |
----------|------------------|
Genotype size | 40 gates          |
Phenotype target | 2-bit ADD & MUL  |
Population size | 20               |
Elitism (neutral) | 1                |
Max generations | 100k             |
Mutation rate | 5% pr. gate       |
Crossover rate | 20%, single-point |
Selection method | tournament selection |
Group size | 3               |
Selection prob. | 70%              |

A first observation is that for random bitstrings all compressed strings are of length 616 using the binary-based complexity measure $LZ_b$. As we shall see later in figure 5, a single sample is of length 608. From the incompressibility lemma tells us that there are few bitstrings with lower complexity, and combined with an 8-bit resolution it is to be expected that very few random bitstrings have less than maximum complexity. The fact that the compressed strings are longer than the original (compressed from 504 bits to 616 bits) is due to the $zlib$ overhead.

Moreover we can observe that both random and evolved genotypes have samples that are less complex than random bitstrings. This is to be expected, as genotypes are bound to have some regularity in their structure. Perhaps surprisingly, evolved genotypes seem more complex than random ones. A reason for the low observed complexity of random genotypes is probably the fact that $\frac{3}{4}$ of the gates on average will be of type $GND$, $VCC$ and $NOT$. Those gate types encode empty connection fields as zeros, as mentioned in section 3.3, and are therefore less complex than evolved genotypes who’s use of those gate types is probably less
The same measurements using the one-hot and unused-to-zero encoding schemes are shown in figures 3 and 4 respectively. The one-hot encoding seems to produce the same trend as the straight-forward scheme, but is slightly better at separating the three categories. Not that the random bitstrings shown in figure 3 shows random bitstrings of length 664, as these are the relevant ones in comparison with the one-hot encoding scheme (which encodes genotypes into bitstrings of length 664).

The measurements using the unused-to-zero encoding scheme shown in figure 4 are quite different. In the evolved circuits, less than half of the gates are typically active. It is therefore not surprising to see the low complexity values when the inactive parts of the genome are encoded as zero before measuring the LZ-complexity. The random genomes have very few active elements, and are of little relevance but shown for reference.

If we compare ASCII and binary complexity measures, we see that the complexity values are higher when using ASCII. The bitstring to be compressed using the ASCII approach is 8 times longer, and seem to compress to 2-3 times the size as would be the case with the binary compression approach. Also, the ASCII approach seem to yield a “smoother” visualization. Other than this, the relative characteristics of the measurements are the same when comparing ASCII and binary complexity measures.

To get a clearer picture of the relationship between the results box-plots were generated and are shown in figures 5, 7, 6 and 8. A box shows the interquartile range of the measured values, with a line showing the median, whiskers showing extreme values and points showing the most extreme values individually. The labels along the horizontal axis represents, in the following order; random bitstrings of
length 504 and 664 respectively, random genotypes encoded using the straight-forward, one-hot and unused-to-zero encoding and evolved genotypes using the same three encoding schemes.

Figures 5 and 6 shows the box-plot for multipliers using the binary complexity measure and ASCII complexity measure respectively. The box-plots summarizes what we know from figures 5, 3 and 4, and gives a clearer picture of the relationship between the different measurements.

So far we have only considered the case of 2-bit multipliers. The box-plots for the case of 2-bit adders are shown in figures 7 and 8. The differences between the complexities measured for multipliers and adders are marginal.

The main question is whether the genotypes evolved to be multipliers or adders can be compressed. Looking at the results, the answer depends on several choices, such as encoding method, measurement method and how we choose to interpret the experimental data. Perhaps counterintuitive, evolved genotypes can be measured as more complex than random genotypes. But, as mentioned, the purely practical reason for this may be the high amount of low-complexity gate types ($VCC$, $GND$ and $NOT$) in random genotypes. If, however, we compare the complexity of evolved genotypes encoded using the unused-to-zero approach to that of random genotypes using straight-forward encoding, we see the strong opposite where evolved genotypes are much less complex than random ones. This case may be exploitable, as the standard EA searches for the former evolved genotypes in the latter space of random genotypes. For instance, we know that the majority of evolved adders are in the complexity range 400-450 if we consider only the active part of the genome (unused-to-zero) and measure complexity using binary $zlib$ compression. On the other hand, the distribution of complexities complexity over the search space considered by looking at the complexity of most random genotypes, is in the range 590-620. In terms of pure search space size, we could potentially search in a reduced space of $2^{450}$ instead of a search space of size $2^{620}$ (including the $zlib$ overhead) by employing reverse Lempel-Ziv as a development mapping. The practical feasibility of actually doing this does of course require substantial investigation.

### 6 Conclusion and Future Work

Development mapping and how it relates to genotypic complexity is a difficult issue. We have approached the issue by performing actual measurements of genotypic complexity using Lempel-Ziv compression. This approach
forces one to make practical choices that may affect the result, and is also limited by the complexity measure itself. On the other hand, there is a benefit to the practical approach. For instance, the use of Lempel-Ziv as a complexity measure means that the compressed version of the genotype can actually be used in practice since a Lempel-Ziv decompression could act as a development mapping.

The results show that if one considers only the active part of a genotype, the complexity distribution of evolved genotypes is much less than that of all genotypes (the search space). This could potentially be exploited to improve the scalability of the EA. It should be noted that we have considered only the complexity and size domains of the search space. For evolution to benefit from a search space size reduction, we need to investigate other important features such as search space structure, neutrality and genotype-phenotype mapping and distance correlation.
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Figure 8. Box-plot adders (ascii compression)